Openings for Process Engineers / Interns in P&G Urlati shampoo plant
General
How would you like to improve machinery and process systems while also managing teams of people?
We want engineers who can handle dynamic work environments and who know how to think outside of
the box. We rely on our engineers in manufacturing to make our products to the highest of standards. If
you would like to be a part of this process, then we want you to apply!
Are you ready for the challenge?
Meaningful work on Day 1
We produce high-quality products and need to do so on-time and at a low cost. We value your creativity
and skill in analyzing and solving some big, meaty problems. From the beginning, you will be leading
projects that matter and guiding teams that will impact the production of globally recognized branded
products. Our manufacturing engineers help us get things done.
We offer you:
Truly meaningful work from the beginning
The opportunity to be on the production floor, meeting various challenges
Mentorship, coaching, training, and guidance
Work with world-renowned technologies in some interesting ways
The chance to influence the production and quality of our leading products
What will you do?
Where you work depends on a number of things. Within the plant you will work in at least one of the
following areas: Production - Packing and/or Production - Making
Job opportunities
Production - Packing
Here you would get our products into their final packaging and set up in palets. Your team would have
three priorities - safety, quality, and productivity. You will need to inform us of any performance loss,
while identifying any key projects that help us achieve the performance targets of the packing line. This
includes working on the installation and start up of new equipment, as well as systematizing tools for
maintenance production management.
Production - Making
This is the department that produces our products based on the recipes we get from Research &
Development. Your priority would be flexibility while delivering a high-quality product on time. As you
do this, you will see opportunities for continuous improvement. We are hoping that you will help us
eliminate any loss in the various production stages.

This includes crafting any learning programs for operators and team leaders, helping others to develop
their skills as we also work to simplify the process and standardize the work.
IT
As an IT intern in a manufacturing environment you will work closely with operations managers, crossfunctional stakeholders from IT, engineering to product managers. You will help to define processes
needed to establish and scale new digitization operations and work on new emerging technologies
applied in manufacturing operations.
You will have the chance to use and learn new technologies for Data Manipulation Visualization and
Integration (Thingworx, PowerBI) or Smart Automation (BluePrism, Workfusion, PowerBI, Microsoft
Flow).
Also, we have available positions in Engineering, Utilities and Facility management and Health &
Safety.
In the plant and with our principle of job rotation you can develop your abilities and career with focus
on people responsibility or technical / project responsibility.
Procter & Gamble offer a competitive salary and benefits package.
- attractive compensation and benefit package
- meaningful responsibility from day one
- challenging job in a dynamic, multinational and diverse work environment
- appropriate trainings and tools (laptop) to successfully complete your projects
- accommodation allowance for interns outside Prahova region
Those of you interested to apply please write to Diana Andrei (andrei.g@pg.com) and you will receive
more details about the positions and guidance throughout the recruiting process.
Good luck and looking forward for your application.

